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The State of the Foundation Nation 

The Foundation Nation is in a state of confusion not knowing where they come from or where they 

are going to:  Known as ‘Hotnots kind van die Kaap, maar Autshumato is my regte naam’. 

We can easily quote our spiritual forefathers (for convenience sake) Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, but 

we don’t know who our natural forefathers are.  If you don’t know where you are going, any road 

will take you there.  Some of us have jumped on the political bandwagon, thinking it will bring us 

freedom.  This has been a rocky ride with the amount of nepotism, cronyism, Zillenism, corruption, 

etc. that we have seen.  Some of us are still riding on the tribal ticket and we are trying to source all 

kinds of favours from the ruling party – money, portions of land, projects – e.g. Bakkies (an article 

in the ENN).  Many are so confused that they are holding on to the concept of ‘rainbow nation’ 

because they have no real future in this land.  If Aleim (Most High) never intended for you to be 

here, you simply passing time.  We were created with purpose – so pursue your Destiny! 

The Foundation Nation has been grossly abused and neglected by every other successive 

government.  The struggle that we engaged in with fellow South Africans has yielded a false sense 

of freedom.  We thought we have achieved freedom in our life time ‘Freedom isn’t free….’ 

Like Chamberlain, we have fooled ourselves. Democracy is a fallacy – we only vote for elected 

representatives and not hold them accountable.  Demos + kratos = rule by the will of the people.  

The Will of Aleim (Most High) must be expressed through a people. 

 We are still being marginalised – get back to the centre (as shared by Dr Ruben Richards at 

the Opening Event) 

 Education system has failed our students – progressed learners 

 Trapped in poverty – unemployment has been at highest levels; fishing quotas; clothing 

industry – Chinese controlled. 

 Socially – families and communities are disintegrating. The amount of gangsterism and drug 

abuse is uncontrollable 

 Politically we are leaning towards autocracy – supreme leadership (No consultation).   

 You have heard of white monopoly capital, but we are facing an ‘elite minority’ capture 

 As Nelson Mandela said ‘If the ANC does to you what the Apartheid government did to 

you, then you must do to the ANC government what you did to the Apartheid government’ 
 

We need to wake up to the realities of the day.  Let us not make the same mistakes as Samson (who 

played around with his calling and anointing and succumbed to Delilah)/ 

Ramaphosa etc. who are not courageous enough to speak out; or who make statements and 

withdraw it when pressurised by their structures. 

We need to speak up – only you can.  It takes good men to do nothing for evil to triumph. 

Foundation Nation Restoration [FNR] Network vision (see attached Brochure) 

The wilderness experience that the FN is in will soon be over when we enter the Promised Land.  

The angel of life/joy has come to bring us good tidings – at the sound of the Shofar (clarion call) 

you need to get ready to start the exodus out of bondage and slavery.  Aleim (Most High) could 

have taken us the easy route along the coast, but He is taking us through the wilderness in order to 

teach us a lesson and prepare us for governance.  The reality is that some of us may die along the 

way; whilst others will look for greener pastures and yet others will see the Promised Land with 

their own eyes, but not enter it. 

 

What is the choice that you will make in this time? 


